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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the papers [4,5], Murdock and Robinson explore the effects on the 
asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalues of a continuous, matrix valued 
function L, of E when a perturbation of order E” is added. They say that L, 
is k-hyperbolic if for every continuous N, defined for E 20 satisfying 
N, = o(E’), there exists an interval 0 < E < E, in which L, + N, is hyperbolic 
of the same type. Further developments and related results are found in 
[Z, 31 and in the references therein. 
In [S] it is proved that any of the following are sufficient for k-hyper- 
bolicity if L, is n x n: 
(i) L,=I+EL,+ ... + EkLk, L, has distinct eigenvalues, and the 
eigenvalues li of L, suitably numbered satisfy IA.,(E) < 1 - CE~ for i = l,..., r 
and I~,(E)[ > 1 + Gk for i= r + l,..., n (some r) for some constant C> 0. 
(ii) L, is strongly k-hyperbolic; i.e., LO = I and there exists a real con- 
tinuous matrix C, defined on an interval 0 Q E <Ed such that C, is invertible 
(even at E = 0) and 
where A, and B, are square such that J/A, )I < 1 - Cek and l/B;’ II < 1 - Cck 
for some C > 0. 
As suggested by the referee, result (i) can be improved. This is done in 
the corollary following Theorem 2. There it is shown that only the purely 
imaginary eigenvalues of L, need be assumed simple. An example follows 
showing the necessity of this assumption. 
The results so far on perturbations of eigenvalues of a matrix when 
unspecified higher order terms are added form a sort of patchwork which is 
difficult to force into a ranking. As mentioned, Theorem 2 was used to 
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improve (i); but the techniques of [3] could probably also be used to do 
this. In the situation where L, has repeated imaginary eigenvalues, either 
(ii) or Theorem 2 might apply. They both call for examination of L(E) as 
E + 0; (ii) requires knowledge of, roughly, eigenoectors while Theorem 2 
requires checking only eigenualues. Using (ii) one can discover whether 
L(E) is k-hyperbolic; Theorem 2 gives a bound on k so that any L(E) with 
the specified eigenvalue behavior is k-hyperbolic. See the example after the 
corollary to Theorem 2. 
In applications, L, is often the linearization of the m-term asymptotic 
expansion g, of a map f, at a root of g,. In other words, 
f&(x)=&(x)+~m+‘w) 
g,(x) =x + Egl(x) + ... + Erngm(X). 
(1) 
Then L, = D,g,(x,,(E)), where X,,(E) is a root of g,. 
They prove the following theorem which is a generalization of a classical 
theorem (when m = 1): 
THEOREM. Let f, and g, be C” diffeomorphisms of R” into itself which 
are C” . m E and satisfy (1). Assume g,(x,,) =0 and that D,g,(x,,) is inver- 
tible. Then there exist unique fixed points X(E) off, and X*(E) of g, which 
approach x0 as E + 0, are C” in E, and satisfy IIX(e) - x*(&)1\ < CP for some 
C > 0 and all sufficiently small E > 0. If in addition D,g,(x*(e)) is k-hyper- 
bolic for k < m, then D,f,(X(c)) is hyperbolic of the same type. 
In Theorem 2 of this paper we address a slightly more general problem: 
if terms of order E” are added to a matrix, what can be said about the order 
of the resulting perturbation of a given eigenvalue? The situation of most 
interest is the case in which the given eigenvalue is not simple when E = 0 
(although all eigenvalues are assumed simple when E > 0). The hypotheses 
of the theorem are in terms of the rate of separation of the other eigen- 
values from the given one. 
An interesting complication arises. A theorem with hypotheses of this 
type cannot be expected to predict a perturbation of the eigenvalue of an 
order smaller than the order of the rate of slowest separation from the 
given eigenvalue. Such a perturbation could perhaps disturb the order of 
the rates of separation of the perturbed eigenvalues and even shume the 
branches of the eigenvalues. This is the source of the hypothesis that 
“n - q > go” in Theorem 2. (A short example illustrating this is given after 
the statement.) With this hypothesis, the theorem also provides a unique 
assignment of a perturbed eigenvalue to the given one. 
Theorem 1 is used to prove Theorem 2 but is also useful in proving the 
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existence, for all small enough E > 0, of a fixed point for f6 when a fixed 
point of g, is known but degenerate when E = 0, and nondegenerate for all 
small enough E > 0. 
This situation arises, for example, in the paper of Churchill, Kummer, 
and Rod [l], although it is resolved with different techniques specific to 
their context. There, among other things, they study the Henon-Heiles 
Hamiltonian. With the terms obtained by first-order averaging they find a 
circle of degenerate critical points. This is, of course, not enough to guaran- 
tee that there is a circle of critical points for the full averaged Hamiltonian. 
In fact, upon adding the terms obtained by averaging a second time, the 
circle reduces to four nondegenerate critical points if E > 0 is small. This is 
still not enough to conclude, in general, that the critical points remain for 
the full averaged Hamiltonian, as can be seen easily by studying the 
functions g,(x) = x2 + EX and f,(x) = x2 + EX + Cc*. Although g has a non- 
degenerate root at 0 for all E > 0, it does not necessarrily persist for f, even 
though f is a perturbation of higher order. 
Theorem 1 gives conditions under which it is valid to conclude that such 
critical points persist. 
In the last section of the paper, we study further an example begun in 
[S]. There, a few exceptional values of the parameter were not discussed 
because the computations involved in checking strong hyperbolicity were 
too difficult. 
2. THE THEOREMS 
The first lemma and its corollary are the usual implicit function theorems 
but with lower bounds computed on the size of the domain and range of 
the implicit function. 
For i= 1,2 let Ej be a Banach space and let B,(r) denote the ball of 
radius r centered at 0 in Ei. Let F: UxBB,(r,) x B,(r,) -+ El be a C* 
function such that F(0, 0) = 0 and IID*F(x, S)lj is bounded by the number 
M>O. Let A denote D,F’(O, 0) and N> I(D6F(0, 0)/l. On El x E2 we use 
the norm II@, S)ll =max{ Ibll~ lkll> 
LEMMA 1. Zf A has a bounded inverse, 
and 
rl = l/(2 IW’II W, 
r2 = min(r,, rll(2 II A-’ II N}, 
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then there is a C* function qk Bz(r2) + B,(r,) such that 4(O) = 0, and d(6) is 
the only point in B,(r,) at which F( -, 6) has a roof. 
Proof: We must solve 
F(x, 6) = Ax + D,F(O, 0). 6 + R(x, 6) = 0, 
where R(0, 0) = 0, R(x, 6) = 0( 11 (x, S)jl), and R is C*. This is equivalent to 
solving TX z -A -‘(D,(F(O, 0) 6 + R(x, 6)) = x. We show that 
T: B,(r,) + B,(r,) and that T is a contraction. 
First note that 
IITx- Tx’ll < W’II IINx, 6)-W’, @II 
4I~-‘IW1 II(4~)-(x’~~)ll 
= IWII MI lb--XI, 
where MI = sup{ JIDF(x, 6) - DF(0, O)ll: (x, 6) E Br(r,) x B2(r2)}. Since R is 
C*, we know that 
Therefore, IITx- Tx’II < IIA-‘ll M IIx-x’ll max{r,, r2) and it follows that 
T is a contraction if both r, and r2 are smaller than (M IIA -lll)-‘. 
Assuming that rl and r2 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1, we show 
that if llxll <rr, then )(TxlJ dr,. 
We have, when llxjl < rl and 1(6() 6 r2, that 
IIWI G IW’II ll~cJ(O, O)ll 1141 + W’ll IIRk S)ll 
< IIA-‘II Nr,+ IIA-‘II M(max{r,, r2})* 
<r,/2+ lIAPIII Mrf Gr,. 
Therefore, for each 6 in B2(r2), T is a contraction mapping B,(r,) into 
itself. The standard contraction mapping theorems now provide a fixed 
point #(a) for each 6 in B2(r2), and the function 4 satisfies the conclusion 
of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY. Assume F, U, and M are us in Lemma 1. Let N = 
sup{ IIDBF(x, S)ll: (x, 8)~ U}, and let A(x) = D,F(x, 0). Let rl be such that if 
x is in B,(rl), then A-‘(x) exists and is bounded by the number L (indepen- 
dent ofx). Let r2 =min{ 1/(2LM), r,/(2LN)} 
Then there exists a C* function (5: B2(r2) -P B,(r,) such that 4(O)= 0, 
F(#(6), 6)=0, and $(6) is the only such point in B,(r,). 
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Proof Assume x E B,(r, ). Then 
D,F(x, 6) = D,F(x, 0) - j’ GD,,F(x, 6 - td) dT 
0 
=A(x) I-a-‘(x)j-~~?D,,F(x,6-is)dr]. 
1 
Since the second term in the preceding parentheses is bounded by LM 116 )I, 
it follows that D,F(x, 6) has an inverse if 11611 6 1/(2LM) and in fact for 
these 6 we have IID,F(x, S)-‘11 6 /IA-‘(x)/l C,“=. (IlSll LM)” 6 
LC,“=,2-“=2L. 
Now if 6,~ B2(r2) and q5(6,)~B~(r~) is a root of F(., 6,), we can use 
Lemma 1 to define uniquely a function d(6) on a neighborhood of 6, of 
radius independent of do so that (+4(d), 6) is a root of F. It follows that the 
function 4 can be extended so that either (i) its domain is B,(rJ and its 
range is in B,(r,), or else (ii) its domain contains B,(r) for some r > 0 but 
lim sup II4(4ll = rl as 1141 + r. We show that the latter cannot occur unless 
r > rl. If we differentiate the equation F(q5(6), 6) = 0 with respect to 6, solve 
for D4(6), and use the estimate in the first paragraph of the proof, we get 
that /Dq5(S)ll <2LN if llSl/ < rz. It follows that, for these 6, 
Il#(S)ll G 2LN 11611. Taking the lim sup of this as 6 -+ r and using (ii), we get 
r, <2LNr and therefore that r>rr,. Thus 4 is defined on B,(r,) if its 
lim sup is r 1 .
It follows in either case that 4 is defined on BZ(r2) with range in Bl(r,). 
The corollary follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose two Banach spaces have neighborhoods E, and E2 
of their respective origins, and f : E, x Ez + E, has the form 
f (XT 6) =dx, 8) + Il4l” 4x, c), 
where f, g, h, and their first two partials with respect to x are continuous and 
bounded on E, x E,. Assume that g(0, E) = 0 and that 
(a) A(E) = D,g(O, E) is bounded and invertible for each E > 0. But that 
l/A-‘(&)I/ + co as E + 0; and 
(b) Ibll” llA-1(4112 IIW, &Ill = o(1). 
Then there exists an co >O and a continuous function $(E) such that 
$(O) = 0 andf ($(e), E) = 0. Furthermore, $(E) is the only root off ( -, E) in a 
neighborhood of size 0( IIA(E)-‘II -‘) about $(E). 
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COROLLARY. Suppose hypotheses (a) and (b) above are replaced by the 
following pair of hypotheses: 
(c) For each E # 0, there exists a number rl(E) such that if llxlj < rI(E), 
then A(x, E) = D,g(x, E) has an inverse bounded by a number L(E); and 
(d) L(E) lle\l” <min{ 1/(2M), rI(E)/(2N)} for all small enough E > 0, 
where N bounds h and M bounds IID2 g I( + 1) 0: h )I + 2 11 D, h\l on E, x E2. 
Then 1+5 as in the conclusion to Theorem 1 exists, and $(E) is the only 
root off ( -, E) in a neighborhood of radius rl(E) about I&E). 
We offer the following simple example to clarify the corollary. 
Let g(x) = x2 + EX and perturb by E’h(x, E). Then A(x, E) = 2x + E, which 
is invertible whenever 1x1 <E/~-T,(E). Note that N= lihll, and that A-’ 
is bounded by L(E) = 2/~. Then L(E) 1.~1~ = 2 1~1 < r1(E)/(2N) whenever 
llhll < l/16. 
The corollary now implies the existence and uniqueness of a root of 
g+ E*h in a neighborhood of radius rl(E) about 0. This agrees with 
existence and uniqueness obtained by the use of the quadratic formula 
when h < $ is a constant. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For each E in E2, let F,(x, 6) =g(x,E) + 6h(x, E), 
where 6 is real. Then F, is C2 in (x, 6) F&O, 0) = 0, and 
D2F,(x, 4= 
0: FAX, 4 Dxh 
D h 
x 0 1 
has a bound A4 independent of E. Lemma 1 and (a) imply that for small 
enough .s>O, there is a function 4,: BZ(r2(E)) + B1(r,(e)), where 
r2(E) = M2/(llA-1(4112 IIW, E)ll) and r,(E)=M1/IJ A-’ II for some con- 
stants MI and M2 independent of E. Now define $(E) E Q,( ll~ll”). This will 
be a valid definition if IjaIl n < r2(E) for all small enough E > 0. But this 
follows from the fact that IIEII” Ilh(O, E)I\ JIA-‘(E)I/~= o(l), and the theorem 
follows. 
To prove the corollary, we use the corollary to Lemma 1, and proceed in 
a similar manner. Here we need that I/E\~” <r2(&); this is provided by 
hypothesis (d). 
THEOREM 2. Let M(E)=A(E) + &“B(E), where M, A, and B are m x m 
matrices continuous in E, and B(0) = 0. Let GL~(E), i= l,..., m, be the eigen- 
values of A(E), possibly repeated at E =O, with each ai continuous in E. 
Assume there are positive constants K1, KZ, and q,, for i = 2,..., m, such that 
for small enough E # 0 
K2 lEl”‘> (al(E) - ai > K, [El”‘. 
Let q=Cqi and qO=max{qi}, and assume that n-q>q,. 
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Then there is a continuous eigenualue u(e) =u~(E) +o(E”-~) of M(E) 
defined for small enough E # 0 and p is the only eigenvalue of M(E) with the 
property that Jo - CL~(E) = o(cqo). 
Furthermore, tf n-q > q,, but B(0) # 0 then the same conclusion holds 
except that P(E) = al(s) + O(&‘) for any p < n -4. 
Remark. To motivate the hypothesis that n-q >qi for all i, consider 
the case that m=2, n=3, B(&)=O, and ~cI~(E)-cx~(E)I=E~. Then q2=2 
and n-q = 1, so n-q > qi fails to hold. Furthermore, uniqueness fails 
because both a, and c(~ differ from a, by O(E). 
COROLLARY. Suppose L(E) = I+ &A(E), where L is a continuous matrix 
function of E > 0, and assume there exist C > 0, k 3 1, such that tf c1 is an 
eigenvalue of A(0) such that Re(a) = 0, then c1 is a simple eigenvalue of A(O), 
and that the eigenvalues A,(E) of L(e) and the number k satisfy the hypothesis 
in (i) of the Introduction. Then L(E) is k-hyperbolic. 
Proof of Corollary. Suppose N(E)=o(E~). Then there exists B(E) such 
that N(E) = .@B(E) and B(0) = 0. Suppose M(E) = L(E) + N(E). Then P(E) is 
a continuous eigenvalue of M(E) for E > 0 if and only if B(E) = (P(E) - 1)/s is 
a continuous eigenvalue of (M(E) - I)/& = A(E) + ck- ‘B(E) for E > 0. Thus 
,u(E) = 1 + &j?(s) is inside or outside the unit circle for all small enough E > 0 
provided that p(O), an eigenvalue of lim, +0 (M(E) -I)/& = A(O), has real 
part negative or positive respectively. It follows that if Re(cc) #O, the 
corresponding eigenvalues of L and A4 are both inside the unit circle or 
both outside. 
We need to examine more closely those eigenvalues E(E) of A(E) such 
that Re(a(O))=O. Since such an eigenvalue is assumed to be simple, 
Theorem 2 implies that B(E) =CL(E) + o(ckP’) and hence that 
P(E) = 1 + ECI(E) + o(sk) = A(E) + o(ck), where ,u(E) and A.(E) are eigenvalues 
of M(E) and L(E), respectively. Our hypothesis on 1 implies that A(E) and 
M(E) are both inside or both outside the unit circle for all small enough 
E > 0. This proves the corollary. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we present an example which shows the 
necessity of the hypothesis that purely imaginary eigenvalues be simple. 
Let 
c= 
0 1 [ 1 -1 0 and D= ’ ’ [ 1 1 0 
and consider the 4 x 4 matrices 
and B= 
0 0 
L 1 D 0’ 
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Let L(E) = Z+ EA. Note that the eigenvalues of A are + i, each of mul- 
tiplicity 2. The eigenvalues of L(E) are 1 &- ci, each of multimultiplicity 2 
and having norm (1 + s2)l’* > 1 + s2/4 for small E > 0. Thus one might 
expect L(E) to be 2-hyperbolic, but upon examining M(E) = L(E) - 4c3B we 
find that its eigenvalues are 1 + .s2 + .si and their conjugates, which have 
norms 1~ 2s2 + s4 + .s2. Here we have only two eigenvalues of M(E) outside 
the unit circle, while all four of the eigenvalues of L(E) are outside (for all 
small enough E > 0). Thus L(E) is not 2-hyperbolic. 
It is interesting to note that Theorem 2 implies that L is 3-hyperbolic 
and that (ii) of the Introduction does not apply. However, if L is redefined 
so that A = diag(C, C), then (ii) would imply that L is 2-hyperbolic. In that 
case Theorem 2 would still only imply 3-hyperbolicity since the eigenvalue 
behavior was not changed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let q,, <p < n -4, and let 
g(A, E) = det[(cc,(s) - ~~1) I- A(E)] 
h(l, E) = sP”{det[(a, - ~~1) Z-M] -g(A, E)}. 
Defining h(il, 0) = 0, we see that h is continuous there because the deter- 
minants of two matrices which differ by o(E”) also differ by o(.Y). Now form 
f (A, E) =g(A, a) + c”h(lZ, E). Note that g(0, E) - 0. We now verify the 
hypothesis of the corollary to Theorem 1. Let A(E) = IX;(E) - spA. 
lD,g(A &)I = DA ( ii CA(&) - 441) 
i=l 
=&p 1 I-I Ia,-ai-&pll 
( j i#j ) 
=&p c n Ia,-ai-&pill + n (al-a,-&PA) 
( if1 i#i i#l 1 
=& p 
( 
&PA c Jj Ja,-ai-&pAI + n la,-cq-EPll 
j#l i#l,j i#I > 
a&’ iIJ, b,--%-EP4 -Ep IAl C n lal-ai--Eplj). 
( j# 1 i# 1,j 
We find a number C> 0 such that if 111~ C then IDA g(& &)I > Kr E” for 
some KY > 0. Let K, and K2 be as in the hypothesis, and let C < K1/2. First 
note that 
\a,--aj--cp~I 3 lcll-aiI -Ep 121 
> K,E~~--~~ 111 
3 (K,/2) cq’ 
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when IAI<C and C,<K,/2. Thus ni,i Ia,-ai-&PI1>K$q, where 
K; = (K,/2)“-’ and A< C. Similarly we find that if K, = K2 + K,/2, then 
Ial - ai- sPAI < K3sqi. Thus 
&p I4 C n Ial - ai- EPA1 <Ed )A1 c K~-2~q-qz 
j#l i#l,i j#l 
<‘(wI-~)K~-~CE~ 
< K; cq/2 
if C=min{Ki/(2(m- 1) Ky-2), K,/2). 
It follows that if (1) < C then IDng(l, &)I 3sP(K;/2) .sq = K; .z~+~> Kf E”. 
Now let I,(E) = C, and let L(E) = (K, P’+~)-‘, a bound on (D,g(l, E)-‘( 
when (111 < T,(E) and E > 0 small enough. To satisfy the hypothesis of the 
corollary to Theorem 1, we require that L(E) s”<fi(~)/(2N), where N 
bounds Ih(A, E)(. This is satisfied for small enough E > 0 if p <n - q. But if 
p = n - q, we need to assume that B(0) = 0, since this implies that 
h(A, 0) = 0 for all 1. This in turn implies that E can be chosen small enough 
so that N/K; < 2C. 
The corollary to Theorem 1 now implies the existence of the continuous 
function +(E) which is the unique root of f( -, E) in the ball of radius r, 
about the origin. It follows that P(E) = al(E) -.sEP $(E) is an eigenvalue of 
M(E). Since r/1(0) = 0, it follows that p-a, = 0(.9’) for any p such that 
qo<pPn-q. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We now present an example introduced by Murdock and Robinson [5]. 
They considered a coupled pair of Dufting equations: 
d+2~~6~i+(1+2~a)x+(8/3)~~~=2~cost+O(~~) 
j + 2E2kd2j + k2y + 2Ekcx + (8/3) &y3 = 2&k cos kc + O(E~). 
(2) 
Here k 3 1 is an integer, a “detunes” the resonance in the first equation, 6i 
and 6, are positive damping coefficients (which were equal in the original 
paper), and c is a coupling constant appearing in the second equation only. 
The numerical constants are for ease in calculation. 
The question is posed whether the damping, which is only of order s2, is 
enough to stabilize some periodic solutions independent of the unspecified 
third-order terms. The question was answered in the affirmative except for 
certain special values of the parameters. It is these values upon which we 
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focus attention since we are able to use our previous theorems to prove 
stability in these cases too, without much further computation, if the 
additional assumption is made that the first equation in (2) remains 
uncoupled at order s3, and 6 i # &. 
Let us summarize the work in [S] on this example: 
After applying the Van der Pol transformation and second-order 
averaging, (2) is transformed into a four dimensional system which we 
write as 
i = &F,,(Z) + e2F,(z) + c3G2(z, t), (3) 
where G2 is periodic in t. The linearization of F, + &FI at its roots has the 
form 
Lo+&L,=L,= A, 0 [ 1 G Be ’ 
where A,,, B,, and C, are 2 x 2 matrices, and A0 and B, have imaginary 
eigenvalues which are non-zero except at c1= -3 .2 p2’3 where a saddle- 
node bifurcation occurs. This value of a is not treated. Furthermore, C, = 0 
except if k = 1. 
Since the eigenvalues of L, are non-zero but purely imaginary, the 
theory of first-order averaging implies that periodic solutions exist for the 
original system corresponding to the roots of F,, but does not imply 
anything about their stability. Thus higher order averaging and theorems 
on k-hyperbolicity are used. They are applied, however, only when the 
eigenvalues of L, are distinct, since diagonalizing L, is too hard. Also, to 
avoid the actual computation of F,, which is already tedious, a shortcut is 
used which works only when k # 1, 3, or 5. (They claim only that k # 1, but 
there is a mistake.) Briefly, it is as follows: 
PROPOSITION. The real part of an eigenvalue of L, for small E is ~6, for 
i=l or 2. 
Proof It was established that when k # 1,3, or 5, L, has the form 
J. S(E) - E. diag(b; i, 6,) 6,, 6,), where S(E) is real and symmetric. Note that 
if S is real symmetric and 1 is an eigenvalue of J. S then so are -A, 2, and 
-2. When the eigenvalues of .J* S(0) = Lo are distinct and purely 
imaginary (this occurs when a #O, 9/4), it follows that the eigenvalues of 
J* S(E) are purely imaginary for small enough E > 0. The proposition 
follows. 
For k # 1 it was conjectured that even if L,, has repeated eigenvalues, L, 
is strongly hyperbolic and hence stability would still hold; however, verify- 
ing this would require actually computing L, and its eigenvectors. 
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For k = 1 it was conjectured that if L, had repeated eigenvalues then Lo 
is not strongly hyperbolic since C,, #O and that some choice of higher 
order terms might destabilize the periodic orbits. We show that if 
destabilization does not occur at third order, it does not occur at all. 
In order to illustrate how to apply the theorems of this paper to the 
example above, let us first return briefly to the case that k is not 1, 3, or 5, 
but the eigenvalues of L,, are repeated. 
Since the upper right 2 x 2 corner of L, is 0, it follows that its eigenvalues 
are merely those of A, together with those of B,. Furthermore, an 
argument similar to the one in the proposition, applied to A, and B, 
separately, implies that the real parts of the (distinct) eigenvalues of A, are 
both - edl and those of B, are -E&. Therefore, when 6, # bZ, the repeated 
eigenvalues of L, separate at least O(E). It then follows from Theorem 2 
(with q = 1) that an eigenvalue of L, + c3P(s) is a pertubation of order o(s*) 
of an eigenvalue of L,. (Here n - q > q.) Thus we could perturb L, by O(s3) 
and still have all eigenvalues with negative real part for small enough E > 0. 
In order to deal with terms O(s3) in F (and O(E*) in the perturbation of 
L,), we average (3) once more to obtain the third-order average 
i = EFO(Z) + &*F,(z) + c3F2(z) + c4G3(z, t), (4) 
and let M, be the linearization of F, + &F1 + E’F~ at one of its roots. If its 
eigenvalues still separate at a rate O(E) and have negative real parts, then 
an argument similar to the one above would establish that the full system 
(2) has stable periodic solutions. 
Verifying this would require the computation of F, and F2 and 
examination of eigenvalues. However, a simplifying assumption such as the 
following alleviates most of the problems (we need to compute part of F1 in 
the case k = 1): 
THEOREM 3. If the first equation in the system (2) remains uncoupled at 
order O(E~) and if S, # 6,, then even if the eigenvalues of LO are repeated, the 
periodic orbits associated with the roots of F, are stable. In fact, this is true 
for any positive value of k. 
Proof: Under the assumptions, application of the Van der Pol transfor- 
mation, third-order averaging, linearization at the roots, and division by E 
will yield M, = L, + O(E’) still in the form of L,; namely, the upper right 
2 x 2 corner is 0. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of M, are those of 
A, + O(s2) together with those of B, + O(s2). Since the eigenvalues of A, 
and of BO are distinct, k-hyperbolicity theory or Theorem 1 implies that 
their asymptotic expansion to first order remains unchanged under a 
second-order perturbation. If k # 1,3, or 5, it follows as above that higher 
order perturbations of M, still have eigenvalues with negative real parts for 
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E > 0 small enough, and hence that the periodic solutions in question are 
stable. 
Theorem 3 follows for k = 1, 3, and 5 if we can establish that A, and B, 
have eigenvalues with negative real parts which differ by O(E). 
For k = 3 and 5, the argument in the proposition can still be applied to 
A, and II,, since the mistake made (in their notation, h&J # 0) affects only 
cc. 
For k = 1, the “non-Hamiltonian” terms of order 1 which affect A, and 
B, must be computed. The details are manageable but not enlightening, 
and even for k = 1 we find without much difficulty that the eigenvalues 
of A, and B, are well-behaved. We revert to the notation of [S] to 
indicate what happens: the average of s(JVH,. V) must be computed and 
linearized at the root (u, u, r, s)= (u,, 0, ro, 0) + O(E), then added to 
--E * diag(b,, 6,, &, 6,) to find the real part of the eigenvalues of A(E) and 
B(E). This linearization has the form 
0 0 [ 1 r-z)-ssu -(SD + ru) 0 D whereD=s* sv + ru 1 rv-su ’ 
Note that since II and s are O(E) the real part of an eigenvalue of A(E) or 
B(E) is sai+ O(E’) and hence will not affect the previous arguments. 
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